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A B S T R A C T

A series of small-scale internal blast experiments were conducted to assess the structural response and
failure mechanisms of metal containers subjected to internal blast loading for the enhancement of
Vulnerability/Lethality (V/L) modelling. The experiments examined welded steel containers, both fully
enclosed and flanged, against a range of charge sizes detonated internally. The deformation and strain
profiles of the containers were measured and compared with the numerical simulation results. The nu-
merical simulations replicated the deformation and strains at the centre of the containers with a reasonable
degree of accuracy. However, initial numerical simulations using shell elements significantly under-
predicted strain values at thewelded joints where failure of the containers occurred. Metallographic analysis
of the welded joints and the high-speed imagery post-experiment indicated that failure occurred due
to large strains in the heat affected zone and weld bead interface, where the material strength is reduced.
To perform these assessments, a refined geometrical model, using Lagrangian elements, was required.
Results from the numerical simulations highlighted that the quasi-static overpressure was the key pa-
rameter from the blast wave in determining themaximumdeformation of the container, enabling simplified
loading conditions for the Lagrangian analysis. Simulations using Lagrangian elements for the container
improved the accuracy of the edge strain measurements but still under predicted the experimental results,
which highlighted the inability of these models to account for weld defects such as porosity and lack of
fusion which act as stress concentrators, assisting ultimate failure of welded containers.

Crown Copyright © 2016 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Damage tomodern naval ships from aweapon strike is often pre-
dicted using Vulnerability/Lethality (V/L) codes, which can simulate
the response of a ship to single or multiple weapon strikes. The ac-
curacy of results obtained from these V/L codes is dependent on
algorithms which must be representative of real weapon induced
events. Consideration of relevant properties of the resultant blast
wave and target material are required to select suitable algo-
rithms to determine loading and damage to the target due to blast.
Relevant blast properties are traditionally separated into external
and internal blast parameters.

V/L codes typically use cube root scaling blast equations [1] and
employ a ray tracing method to determine the distance from the
blast source to the target. The target may include the surrounding
structure, system components or personnel. The distance from the
blast source to the target is combined with data relating to the type
andweight of explosive to calculate the resultant blast loading. Often

the weight of the explosive is specified in terms of the equivalent
weight of TNT required to produce an equal magnitude blast for the
particular blast wave parameter being assessed by the V/L code
damage algorithm in the analysis.

Sewell [2] provides descriptions of a number of the loading and
damage algorithms used in V/L codes for external blast, based on
various blast wave parameters. These include peak pressure, inci-
dent impulse, reflected impulse and a combined pressure and
impulse calculation. The properties for these equations are often
determined from data collected and defined in the Fundamental of
Protective Design from Conventional Weapons (ConWep) hand-
book [3]. Predicted damage based on peak pressure can be
misleading as structural damage is often impulse dependent [4].
Sewell proposes that a combined pressure and impulse descrip-
tion is the most useful for V/L analysis.

There are a number of additional complexities in describing the
internal blast loading on a structure. A structure subjected to in-
ternal blast loading will suffer multiple shockwave loadings due to
shock reflections within the enclosure. Shockwave loadings
due to reflections in the corner of a structure can result in peak pres-
sures above those predicted for a free-air blast [5]. After the initial
peakoverpressure, quasi-staticpressure remains in theenclosedstruc-
ture, only reducing to ambient pressure after venting occurs through
openings in the structure. If venting is minimal, the loading from
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quasi-static pressure is applied for a significant period of time, until
the pressure is able to dissipate from the structure.

Baker et al. [6] developed a series of equations using dimen-
sional analysis to describe thequasi-static pressure fromanexplosion
in an enclosure, its temporal decay, and the resulting impulse on
the structure. Baker et al. observed that for a small charge size to
enclosure volume (W/V), an increase in loading occurred due to com-
bustion of the detonation products, often referred to as afterburning.
Baker et al. also determined that the load from the peak quasi-
static pressure could be applied independently of time for a fully
enclosed or minimally vented structure. Peak quasi-static pressure
is calculated based on the explosive energy and the compartment
volume. The venting time or venting factor is important for vented
structures such as passageways, or compartments consisting of
weaker structures like doors, which lose their integrity under the
peak pressure loading. V/L codes use a number of simplified algo-
rithms to represent internal blast loading. Two examples of these
algorithms include the following: 1) theapplicationof a simple scaling
factor tomodify the external blast equations; and2) evaluating quasi-
static pressure as the average overpressure for a select period of time,
accounting for pressure decay due to venting.

Previous experiments conducted by Burman et al. [7] investi-
gated the internal blast loading effects of explosive charges inside
mild steel containers. Burman found that the location of the charge
inside the container had a significant effect on the resulting con-
tainer failure mechanisms. For example, centrally located charges
typically resulted in failure of the container at the edges, while
charges located near the side-walls caused localised rupture of the
side-wall of the container. Yiannakopoulos [8] used numerical simu-
lations to predict the results from these experiments; however, these
simulations under-predicted the peak pressures recorded during the
experiments.

More recently, Brundage et al. [9] were able to accurately predict
the pressure profiles for a charge placed within a cylindrical con-
tainer. Their analysis compared the results of a small-scale
experimental blast to the results of numerical simulations that were
performed by coupling the loadings from the Combined Hydro and
Radiation Transport Diffusion (CTH) shock physics hydrocode, with
structural deformation analysis of a cylindrical container in the struc-
tural dynamics code Pronto 3D. These predictions matched the effect
of the experimental blast within a cylindrical container until the
welds failed, at which time, venting of the container occurred. A
comparison between experimental and numerical peak quasi-
static pressure post weld failure was not possible.

Turner [10] conducted experiments using a blast rig designed to rep-
licate internal blast on bulkheads thatwere similar to the experiments
conducted by Burman et al. [7]. Turner assessed the effects of charge
size and panel thickness on panel deformation and failure, the repeat-
ability of pressure-gaugemeasurements and the effects different joining
techniques had on panel failure. These experiments resulted in shear-
ing failure along the plate boundaries where the amount of shearing
failure increasedwith increasing charge size. Turner also found that the
level of failure could be reducedwithmodified joining techniques, such
as the Bulb T attachment design. Repeatable pressure-timehistorymea-
surements were not achieved for pressure recorded in the corners of
the container, evenwhen the observed structural response of the con-
tainer was similar, highlighting the complexity of internal shock
reflections from enclosed detonations.

Nurick and Shave [11] observed three failure modes for impul-
sively loaded square plates: Mode I failure – large plastic deformation
(not considered a failure in this case); Mode II failure – tearing at
the edges; and Mode III failure – shearing at the edges, which was
observed in the experiments conducted by Turner [10]. Mode II and
III failures are often associated with weld failure.

Understanding weld failure is important for the prediction of
structural damage and is highlighted in the rules and regulations

for the design of naval ships [12]. These rules also note that failure
of bulkheads is likely to occur at the welded joint and consequent-
ly provides weighting factors for the different weld types used in
structural analysis.

Welding of materials introduces a Heat Affected Zone (HAZ)
where material properties such as yield strength and hardness can
be adversely affected [13]. The variation in material properties at
the welded joint due to the HAZ may result in an increased likeli-
hood of failure under blast loading. Accurate numerical simulations
should consider the effect of the HAZ as it has been demonstrated
that welded areas are the likely structural failure points. However,
characterisation of the mechanical properties of the weld materi-
al and the HAZ is seldom performed when simulating the response
of structures to blast loading.

Tyler-Street and Luyton [14] conducted an investigation into the
loadings on ship structures with the use of a ‘dedicated weld
element’ to model bulkhead to deck weld failures but did not specify
how the material properties of this element were determined.
Gaudreault et al. [15] modelled the HAZ in a numerical simulation
of a blast on an M113 armoured personnel vehicle and were suc-
cessful in matching the predicted weld failures with those from
experiments. However, as noted by the authors, this was achieved
by tuning thematerial properties of the HAZ to the experiment rather
than using the characterised mechanical properties of the HAZ.

In the present investigation, small-scale charges were centrally
located within containers to assess the effect of internal blast and
the consequential structural response and failure mechanisms
of the container. Digital image correlation (DIC) was used to observe
the deformation and strain profiles of the container and these results
are compared to the results from corresponding numerical simu-
lations. The numerical simulations are then used to investigate the
importance of the different internal blast loading parameters and
the structural representation of welded joints. Additionally, some
properties of the HAZ, such as hardness and yield strength, are dis-
cussed in relation to the failure observed.

2. Experimental setup

The experimental series assessed detonations of cylindrical plastic
explosive charges within 1 m3 steel containers. Several experi-
ments were undertaken using two variants of container design:
flanged and fully enclosed; and a number of charge sizes as shown
in Table 1. The charges were uncased cylindrical PE4 charges with
a length to diameter ratio (L/D) of 1 for all events. The correspond-
ing charge dimensions are shown in Table 2.

The container dimensions were 1 m3 with a plate thickness of
5 mm. The flanged container experiments, denoted ‘F’, consisted of

Table 1
Summary of the combinations of structure, material and charge size for each
experiment.

Experiment Structure Material Charge size

1.ES.245 Enclosed G250 mild steel 245 g
2.FS.345 Flanged G250 mild steel 345 g
3.FS.345 Flanged G250 mild steel 345 g
4.FS.431 Flanged G250 mild steel 431 g
5.ES.431 Enclosed G250 mild steel 431 g

Table 2
Cylindrical charge dimensions used in the experiments.

Charge size Length Diameter

245 g 58 mm 58mm
345 g 65 mm 65mm
431 g 70 mm 70mm
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